
Discover the Ultimate in Winter Training 
Winter is now upon us and the nights are getting darker by the day!  If it isn’t work or family commitments 
already keeping you from training, then the winter weather has been the last straw.   That’s where 
wattbike/cycleOp classes come in as your ultimate winter training solution.  These indoor bikes allow you 
to train with power, something elite athletes have been doing for years, measuring not only duration, but 
also the intensity of their efforts.  Training on these bikes provide a unique opportunity to train with 
reliable, scientifically accurate, repeatable data which will bring significant improvements, even when 
you’re pressed for training time.  Combine this with immediate feedback on your pedaling technique 

(wattbike) this is an incredibly powerful, time-
efficient and safe way to train.

NEW!! PERSONAL BIKE TRAINING -

You go for personal golf, tennis and personal 
trainer sessions, now you can have a personal 
training session with pro coach Barb!  Use these 
as a tune-up, take a series to improve power and 
pedal stroke.  Either on a computrainer with your 

own bike, or a wattbike/CycleOp.  For each 
session you will receive a performance data 
report and tips for improvement.

Take your biking to the next level with Personal 
Bike Training - PBT!  $85/hour, check out the 
Appointment schedule on-line or email me; 
crossbarb@shaw.ca
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THE GIRO REPUBLIC SHOE!  HOW DOES 
THAT LOOK FOR A STYLING SPIN 
SHOE.  

HOLIDAY SCHEDULE; 

MON TUES WED THU FRI SUN

7:30 am
5:45 pm

7:15 am
9:30 am
*ladies
4:45 pm

2 pm 

wattbikes
Fifth & Fir

Xmas Day
Boxing 
Day   

Ride, yes!
10 am
non 
coached!
Musette

7:30 am
5:45 pm

7:15 am
9:30 am
*ladies
4:45 pm

1 pm
New 
Years Eve
PBET

Happy 
New Year!

7:00 am 9am KCC

$60!  Give the Gift of Power  PLUS 2 indoor bike 
classes!  Value $82
- for new and current clients  GIFT CARD(link below)

- http://clients.mindbodyonline.com/classic/ws?
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